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Let R be an associative algebra over a field F of positive characteristic p. We
address the following problem: if R is generated by nilpotent elements with
bounded index, under what conditions can we conclude that R itself is nil of
bounded index? We prove that whenever R satisfies the Engel condition and
p ) 0, or R is Lie soluble and p ) 2, then the conclusion holds. Along the way we
prove that if R satisfies the Engel condition, then there exists a positive integer n
such that the map x ¬ x p n is additive. The converse also holds when F is infinite
or R is generated by nilpotent elements. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this article we shall use the word ``algebra'' to indicate an
associative algebra over a field. We do not assume that an algebra is
necessarily unitary.
w xStimulated by the Kurosh]Levitzki problem, Kaplansky proved 9 that
every finitely generated algebra satisfying a polynomial identity is nilpotent
as soon as it is nil. Let us see what happens if we weaken the hypotheses as
follows: is every PI-algebra generated by a finite number of nilpotent
 .elements nilpotent? The answer now is obviously no. For consider M F ,2
 .  .the algebra of all 2 = 2 matrices over a field F. Then M F is generated2
by nilpotent elements e and e and satisfies the standard polynomial12 21
 .identity of degree 4, and yet M F is not nilpotent. Let us call any2
 .polynomial identity that is not satisfied by M F , a nonmatrix identity. We2
now pose a more proper question.
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Problem 1. If an algebra is generated by a finite number of nilpotent
elements and satisfies a nonmatrix identity, is it necessarily nilpotent?
This time the answer is in the affirmative and can be deduced from a
w xtheorem of Razmyslov and Braun 3 .
w xTHEOREM 3 . The Jacobson radical of an affine PI-algebra is nilpotent.
For an algebra R, let us denote by Rw2x its commutator ideal generated
w xby all the elements of the form x, y s xy y yx, x, y in R.
COROLLARY 1.1. If an affine algebra R satisfies some nonmatrix identity,
then Rw2x is nilpotent. Consequently, if R is generated by nilpotent elements,
then R is nilpotent.
 .  .Proof. Let J R denote the Jacobson radical of R. Then RrJ R is
semiprimitive PI-algebra satisfying a polynomial identity not satisfied by
 .  . w xM F ; consequently, RrJ R is commutative. See Rowen 13 for exam-2
w2x  .ple. It follows that R : J R is nilpotent.
Now suppose that R is d-generated by elements of nilpotency index at
most N. Then the commutative algebra RrRw2x is nilpotent of index at
 .most N y 1 d q 1. Consequently, R, too, is nilpotent.
Let us turn now to the real purpose of this paper. What can be said if we
drop from Problem 1 the assumption that R is finitely generated by
nilpotent elements and replace it with the weaker condition that R is
 .generated by infinitely many nilpotent elements of some bounded index?
It follows easily from the Corollary 1.1 that R is still nil, but can we say
anything more? Asking R to be nilpotent is clearly too much even for
commutative algebras consider, for example, a direct sum of infinitely
.many appropriate commutative algebras , but is it reasonable to suggest
that R might be nil of bounded index? This is certainly not true for all
characteristics. In fact, according to the well-known Nagata]Higman theo-
rem, every bounded nil algebra over a field of characteristic zero is
nilpotent. In positive characteristic, though, the situation is rather differ-
ent, and we are led to the following problem.
Problem 2. Let R be an algebra over a field of positive characteristic
that is generated by nilpotent elements of bounded index. What nonmatrix
identities satisfied by R ensure that R in its entirety is nil of bounded
index?
In light of Corollary 1.1, one might suspect that satisfying any nonmatrix
identity is enough to force R to be nil of bounded degree. We are unable
to answer this question in its full generality, but we shall prove that at least
satisfying an identity from two broad classes of nonmatrix Lie identities
does imply that conclusion. We shall accomplish this with the help of the
following simple reduction. The proof is left as an exercise to the reader.
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LEMMA 1.2. Let R be an algebra o¨er a field of characteristic p ) 0. If
Rw2x is nil of bounded degree and R is generated by nilpotent elements of
bounded degree, then R is nil of bounded degree.
So, we ask instead the following question:
Problem 3. What nonmatrix identities satisfied by an algebra R over a
field of characteristic p ) 0 ensure that Rw2x nil of bounded degree?
w x w2xSharma and Srivastava 16 proved that R is nil of bounded index
whenever R is Lie nilpotent; in other words, whenever R is nilpotent when
viewed as a Lie algebra. We shall generalise their result here to include all
 .algebras which either satisfy the Engel condition and p ) 0 or are Lie
 .soluble and p ) 2 , but, again, perhaps any nonmatrix identity will suffice.
Along the way, we shall prove a result which seems to be interesting in
its own right. Every algebra over a field F of characteristic p ) 0 that
 . p nsatisfies the Engel condition also satisfies an identity of the form x q y
s x p n q y p n for some positive integer n. We call this latter property
power-additivity for obvious reasons. The converse also holds provided
either F is infinite or R is generated by nilpotent elements.
Before closing this section, let us point out that our partial solution of
Problems 2 and 3 does not extend to characteristic zero. For consider the
exterior algebra, E, on an infinite-dimensional vector space V s
 4span ¨ , ¨ , . . . over a field of characteristic zero. Then1 2
E s span ¨ ¨ ??? ¨ N i - i - ??? - i 4i i i 1 2 n2 n
 . 2 2is generated by the ¨ i G 1 , ¨ s ¨ s ??? s 0, and E satisfies thei 1 2
ww x xnonmatrix identity x, y , z s 0, and yet
w xE, E s span ¨ ¨ ??? ¨ N i - i - ??? - i 4i i i 1 2 2 n1 2 2 n
is not nil of bounded index since, for instance, ¨ ¨ q ¨ ¨ q ??? q¨ ¨1 2 3 4 2 ny1 2 n
has index of nilpotency n q 1.
2. FORMULATION OF THE MAIN RESULTS
In the sequel, R represents an associative algebra over a field F of
characteristic p ) 0. Recall that R has a natural Lie product given by
w xx, y s xy y yx for all x, y in R, and that R is said to be m-Engel if R
satisfies the polynomial identity
w xx , y , y , . . . , y s 0,
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where y occurs in the expression m times. We shall make use of a related
identity which we denote by P :n
p n n np px q y s x q y . .
Let us say that R is pn-additive if R satisfies the identity P , and that R isn
power-additive if R is pn-additive for some n G 1. If R contains an
 .identity element, then U R will denote its group of multiplicative units.
 . y1 y1Group commutators will be expressed by x, y s x y xy to avoid
confusion with the Lie commutators. The subgroup of a group G gener-
ated by the set of elements x m, x in G will be denoted by Gm. Following
w xBaer 2 , we shall call a group m-abelian if it satisfies the identity
 .m m mxy s x y .
Before tackling algebras that satisfy the Engel condition, we first care-
fully examine the Lie nilpotence case. For any Lie ring L, let us denote
 . w nxthe nth term of the lower central series of L by g L . We shall write Rn
 . wcq1xto indicate the associative ideal of R generated by g R . If R s 0 forn
some minimal integer c, then R is said to be Lie nilpotent of class c.
In order to simplify our exposition, define an integral function f as
¡ n ny1p y p , if p / 3,
n~ 3 q 1f n , p s .
, if p s 3.¢ 2
THEOREM A. Let R be an algebra o¨er a field of characteristic p ) 0, and
 .suppose that R is Lie nilpotent of class c F f n, p . Then the following
statements hold.
1. R is pn-additi¨ e.
2. Rw2x is nil of index bounded by pn.
 . n   .. p n 3. U R is p -abelian and g U R s 1 if R has an identity2
.element .
4. If R is generated by nilpotent elements with indices bounded by pe,
 n e4then R is nil of index bounded by max p , p .
w xShalev proved a result 15, Theorem A similar to part 1 of our Theorem
A, but only when c is taken to mean the ``upper'' Lie nilpotence class of
R. The upper Lie powers of R are defined by R1. s R and Rnq1. s
w n. x:R , R , where generation at each step is taken in the associative sense.
Our result represents an improvement because, as was conjectured by
w xJennings 7 , it is quite possible that R can be Lie nilpotent of class as
small as 2 and yet fail to be upper Lie nilpotent of any class. Gupta and
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w xLevin 5 gave an example of such an algebra in characteristic 2, and later
w xGiambruno and Sehgal 4 provided examples in all the remaining charac-
w xteristics. Part 2 improves on the bound produced in 17 .
w x w xNow, using Shalev's associative algebra analogue 14 of Zel'manov's 20
celebrated theorem on the local nilpotence of Lie algebras satisfying the
Engel condition, we shall be able to deduce the first of our main results.
THEOREM B. Let R be an algebra o¨er any field of characteristic p ) 0,
 .and suppose that R is m-Engel. Then there exists a fixed function h m, p
 .depending on m and p only, such that whene¨er n G h m, p , the following
statements hold.
1. R is pn-additi¨ e.
2. Rw2x is nil of index bounded by pn.
 . n   .. p n 3. U R is p -abelian and g U R s 1 if R has an identity2
.element .
4. If R is generated by nilpotent elements with indices bounded by pe,
 n e4then R is nil of index bounded by max p , p .
One immediate corollary is as follows.
COROLLARY 2.1. Let R be an algebra o¨er a field of characteristic p ) 0.
Then R satisfies the Engel condition and is generated by nilpotent elements
with bounded index if and only if R is nil of bounded index.
 .It is well known that R is power-additive whenever R is p y 1 -Engel.
w xIn fact, this is true for all restricted Lie algebras: see 19, Chap. 2 , for
example. However, part 1 of Theorem B states that R is power-additive
whenever R satisfies any Engel condition whatsoever. Provided that F is
infinite, this leads us to the following characterisation of power-additivity.
We withhold its proof until Section 4.
COROLLARY 2.2. Let R be an algebra o¨er an infinite field of characteris-
tic p ) 0. Then the following statements hold.
1. R is power-additi¨ e if and only if R satisfies the Engel condition.
2. Suppose, in addition, that R is affine. Then R is power-additi¨ e if and
only if R is Lie nilpotent.
It is interesting to note that Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2 cannot be extended
to the class of all restricted Lie algebras. For the first instance, consider
the restricted Lie algebra, L generated by x and y subject to the1
p p w x w xrelations x s y s 0 and x, y, y s x, y, x s 0. Then L is nilpotent of1
w x  :class 2, but x, y is not nil. Next, consider L s x, y , the free nilpotent2
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2-generated restricted Lie algebra of class 3. When p s 3 it is easy to see
 .3 3 3 w xthat a q b s a q b q a, b y a, b y a for all a, b in L . Notice also2
 . w x w x4 w xthat g L s span x, y, y , x, y, x . Therefore, since x, y y x, y y x is3 2
central but not nil, L cannot be power-additive.2
It is conceivable that the assumption on the cardinality of F in Corollary
2.2 is not necessary. This is indeed the case when R can be generated by
nilpotent elements. The proof makes use of a general result about
w x``power-closed'' restricted Lie algebras given by Riley and Semple 10 .
COROLLARY 2.3. Let R be an algebra o¨er any field F of characteristic
p ) 0. If R can be generated by nilpotent elements, then the following
statements are equi¨ alent:
1. R satisfies the Engel condition.
2. R is power-additi¨ e.
3. R is nil and its adjoint group is pn-abelian for some n G 0.
Recall that the adjoint action of a nil algebra R is defined by x( y s
x q y q xy, x and y in R. Corollary 2.3 states, therefore, that whenever R
satisfies one of following types of identities, it must also satisfy identities of
the other two types:
m m p n n np p p pxy s y x , x q y s x q y , .
p r r r r rp p p px q y q xy s x q y q x y . .
w xFurthermore, from 10, Theorem B , these types are in the same sense
essentially equivalent to the types
ps s s s t t tq1 tq1p p p p p p p px y s y x , x q y s x q y . .
n. .We come now to our result on Lie soluble algebras. Let d L denote
the nth term of the derived series of a Lie ring L. Then R is Lie soluble of
n. .derived length n if d R s 0 and n is minimal. Making use of results on
w xLie soluble rings due to Smirnov and Zalesskii 18 and Sharma and
w xSrivastava 16 , we shall prove the following theorem.
THEOREM C. Let R be an algebra o¨er a field of characteristic p ) 2.
Suppose that R is Lie soluble of deri¨ ed length n G 2. Then the following
statements hold.
1. Rw2x is nil of index bounded by 6 p315ny2.
  ..2. If R has an identity element, then g U R has exponent a suitable2
 .power of p see part 1 .
3. If R is generated by a set of nilpotent elements with indices bounded
by pe, then R is nil of index bounded by 6 peq315ny2.
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The preceding specific bounds are not the best possible, but serve to
 .illustrate the general point. Observe also that R s M F is Lie centre-2 2
by-metabelian, so that p s 2 is justifiably excluded from the hypotheses in
Theorem C. It is also worth noting that unlike part 4 of Theorem B, there
w xis no converse to part 3 of Theorem C. Indeed, Rips and Shalev 12
constructed an example of n-Engel group algebra of a group of exponent
 .of p p ) 2 that is not Lie soluble: according to our Corollary 2.1 such a
group algebra is nil of bounded index.
3. LIE NILPOTENCE
 . p jFor an arbitrary restricted Lie algebra L, let g L denote the re-i
j  .stricted subalgebra of L generated by the set of p -powers of g L . Toi
avoid the inherent ambiguity in this notation, we shall write L instead of
R when viewing the associative algebra R as a restricted Lie algebra only.
To prove Theorem A, we intend to make use of the following results.
w xThe first lemma is proved in 11 , while the second is comprised of results
w xtaken from 5, 8, 17 .
LEMMA 3.1. Let x and y be elements in a restricted Lie algebra L. Then for
any positi¨ e integer n,
n
n nykn np pp p
kx q y ' x q y modulo g H , .  . p
ks1
 :where H s x, y is the subalgebra of L generated by x and y.
LEMMA 3.2. Let R be an algebra o¨er a field of characteristic p ) 0. Then
the following statements hold for all positi¨ e integers n.
w x2 w2x w nq2x1. For any x, y in R, x, y R : R .
w xw x w4x2. For any x, y, z in R, x, y x, y, z g R .
w x2 w5x3. For any x, y, z in R, x, y, z g R .
 w m x.n wmy2.nq2x4. For e¨ery m G 1, R : R .
 w m x.n wmy1.nq1x5. If p ) 3 and m is odd, then R : R .
  .. w nx6. g U R : 1 q R .n
 .  . .2 w5x7. For any x, y, z in U R , x, y, z y 1 g R .
LEMMA 3.3. If an algebra R does not contain an identity element, then we
can embed it into a unitary algebra R which has precisely the same Lie1
identities as R.
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Proof. Let R be the set F = R, and define a multiplication on R by1 1
 . .  .a , r b , s s ab , a s q b r q rs . Then R is an F-algebra with identity1
 .  . w .  .xelement 1, 0 and R can be identified with 0, R . Since a , r , b , s s
 w x.0, r, s , any Lie identity satisfied by R is also satisifed by R .1
We see from Lemma 3.1 that in order to prove part 1 of Theorem A, it
 . p ny k w f n, p.q1xksuffices to show that g L : R for each k s 1, 2, . . . , n. So,p
first assume that p ) 3. Then, by part 5 of Lemma 3.2,
ny k p ny kk k nykp w p x w p y1. p q1x
kg L : R : R .  .p
for all k. Clearly this implies the desired result. Next, assume that p s 2,
and notice that for k G 2, part 4 of Lemma 3.2 tells us that
2 ny k k nyk ny1w2 y2.2 q2x w2 q2x
kg L : R : R . .2
 .2 ny 1 w f n, 2.q1x w2 ny 1q1 xTherefore, we need only show that g L : R s R . So,2
w x  .consider an arbitrary element z s  x, y in g L . Then, again, by2
Lemma 3.1,
ny1
ny 1 ny jny1 2 22 w x jz ' x , y modulo g H , .  2
js1
 .where H s g L . However,2
2 ny j 2 ny j jq1 ny j nw2 y2.2 q2x w2 q2x
j jq1g H : g L : R : R . .  .2 2
Consequently, using part 1 of Lemma 3.2, we find z 2
ny 1
' 0 modulo
Rw2
ny 1q1 x, as desired. For p s 3 the result follows in a similar fashion, this
time using parts 3 and 4 of Lemma 3.2 together to first deduce that
 ny 1 . ny 1ny1 3 y1 r2  .3 y1 r223 w5x w3xw x w x w xx , y , z s x , y , z x , y , z g R R . .
: Rw3 nq1 .r2q1x .
This completes the proof of part 1 of Theorem A.
In order to prove part 2 of Theorem A, let x, y, be elements of R, and
let z be either a third element of R or let it formally represent an identity
n  . w x .melement. Since p G f n, p , it suffices by part 1 to show that x, y z g
Rw mq1x for all m G 1. Observe that by parts 1, 2, and 4 of Lemma 3.2 we
have
2 2w m x 2 w m x w mq2xw x w x w x w xx , y z R : x , y z y x , y x , y , z z R : R . .  .
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A simple counting argument now finishes the proof of the claim and
part 2.
 .To prove part 3, first notice that together part 2 just proved and part 6
  .. p nof Lemma 3.2 imply that g U R s 1. Next let u, ¨ be any elements of2
 .  w x.U R . According to the Hall collection process see 6, Lemma VIII.1.1 ,
we have
n
nn ny jn n pp pp p
ju¨ ' u ¨ modulo g U R g U R . .  .  . .  .2 p
js1
When p ) 3, a combination of parts 5 and 6 of Lemma 3.2 now readily
gives the desired result. For the case p s 2, it suffices by parts 4 and 6 of
  ..2 ny 1 w2 ny 1q1 xLemma 3.2 to show that g U R : 1 q R . So first notice that,2
as in the proof of part 2,
ny 1 2 ny 1 ny12 y1 y1 w2 q1xw xu , ¨ s 1 q u ¨ u , ¨ g 1 q R . .  .
 .Now let c c ??? c be a product of commutators c from U R . Using1 2 m i
Hall's collection process once more, we find that
ny1
ny 1 ny jny1 ny1 ny12 22 2 2
jc c ??? c ' c c ??? c modulo g H , .  .1 2 m 1 2 m 2
js1
  ..  .2 ny 1where H s g U R . It follows easily that c c ??? c ' 1 modulo2 1 2 m
Rw2
ny 1q1 x. This proves the claim, and case p s 2 follows at once. For the
case p s 3 argue similarly using parts 4, 6, and 7 of Lemma 3.2.
 4Finally, to prove part 4 of Theorem A, let m s max e, n . Then by parts
1 and 3 together with Lemma 3.3, it follows that R is pm-additive and1
 . mU R is p -abelian. Therefore, it suffices to show that if x and y are1
nilpotent elements of R with index at most pm, then their product xy is
nilpotent of index at most pm. However, 1 q x and 1 q y are units in R ,1
and so
m p mpxy s 1 q x 1 q y y 1 y x y y .  .  . .
p m p m m mp ps 1 q x 1 q y y 1 y x y y s 0 .  .
as required.
4. THE ENGEL CONDITION
w x w xWe require the following two results taken from 14 and 10 , respec-
tively.
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LEMMA 4.1. If R is a d-generated m-Engel associati¨ e algebra o¨er a field
 .of characteristic p ) 0, then R is Lie nilpotent of class at most g m, d , for
some fixed function g.
LEMMA 4.2. Let L be a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra whose
p-map acts nilpotently. If L satisfies P , then L is pnq5-Engel.n
 .To prove Theorem B, first choose n large enough that f n, p is greater
 .  .  .than g m, 4 , and assume without loss of generality that g m, 2 F g m, 3
 .F g m, 4 . Then R satisfies P since, according to part 1 of Theorem A,n
every 2-generated subalgebra of R satisfies P . Now let S be the subalge-n
bra of R generated by arbitrary elements x, y, z of R. Then, by part 2 of
w2x n w x . p nTheorem A, S is nil of index bounded by p . Thus, x, y z s 0. Since
R is pn-additive, it follows that Rw2x is a nil algebra of index at most pn.
Similarly, to prove part 3, let u, ¨ be units in R, and set T to be the
 y1 y14associative subalgebra of R generated by u, ¨ , u , ¨ . Then, according
to part 3 of Theorem A, the unit group of T is pn-abelian; hence, so is
 .U R . Part 4 follows as in the proof of part 4 of Theorem A.
Corollary 2.1 follows from combining part 2 with Lemma 1.2.
To prove Corollary 2.2, it remains to demonstrate necessity in part 1.
Suppose then that R satisfies P . Thenn
p n n np p
nx q y y x y y s f q f q ??? qf s 0, . 1 2 p y1
where f is the homogeneous component of degree i in x. Let a be anyi
nonzero scalar and replace x by a x in P . Thenn
a f q a 2 f q ??? qa p ny1 f n s 0.1 2 p y1
< < nSince F G p by assumption, a simple Vandermonde matrix argument
now forces each homogeneous component to be identically zero. However,
then
w x p ny1 p ny2 p ny1nx , y s xy q yxy q ??? qy x s f s 0p y1 1
for all x, y in R, as required.
 .  .Now let us prove Corollary 2.3. 1 « 2 follows immediately from part
1 of Theorem B. Conversely, suppose that R satisfies P and let x, y ben
elements of R. Write S for the associative subalgebra of R generated by
the finitely many nilpotent elements required to express x and y. Then
because S satisfies the nonmatrix identity P , it must be nilpotent byn
Corollary 1.1. Now let L be the restricted Lie subalgebra of S generated
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by x and y. Then it follows easily that L is finite dimensional and that its
p-map acts nilpotently. However, then L is pnq5-Engel by Lemma 4.2.
 .  .Since x and y were arbitrary, 2 « 1 follows.
Suppose next that R, and thus R , satisfies the Engel condition. Then R1
 .  .is nil from a local use of Corollary 1.1. Now 1 « 3 follows from part 3
 .of Theorem B since the adjoint group A of R embeds into U R by1
 . p nx ¬ 1 q x. For the converse, assume that A satisfies the identity x( y
s x p n( y p n: exponentiation by powers of p in A and R agree. Writing x*
to denote the inverse of x in A, it follows that A satisfies the group
identity
n p n n n np p p px*( y ( x s x*( y( x s x *( y ( x .  .
 p n . p n p n  p n .and hence satisfies x ( x* ( y s y ( x ( x* . However, A is easily
seen to be a p-group, and so it must also satisfies the identity x( y p n s
y p
n( x, but this is equivalent to R satisfying the identity xy p n s y p nx, and
consequently R is pn-Engel.
5. LIE SOLUBILITY
w x w xThe first lemma contains results taken from 18 and 16 . Let I denote
w 2. . xthe associative ideal of R generated by d R , R .
LEMMA 5.1. Let R be an algebra o¨er a field of characteristic p ) 2. Then
the following statements hold.
 w3x.2 2. .1. R : d R R.
ww x w xx32. For all w, x, y, z in R, w, x , y, z g I.
3. If R is Lie soluble of deri¨ ed length n G 2, then I is nilpotent of index
at most 3 ? 15ny2.
w x w xThe bound in part 3 is from 18 ; it was later improved somewhat in 16
for p / 3.
LEMMA 5.2. Let R be an algebra o¨er a field of characteristic p ) 0. Then
Rw2xrRw p x satisfies x p s 0.
w x w2x pProof. Let r s  x, y z be a typical element in R . Then r '
w x . p w p x x, y z modulo R . However, by the argument proving part 2 of
p w pq1xw x .Theorem A, each x, y z g R .
To prove part 1 of Theorem C, first notice that by combining part 1 of
w2x 2. .Lemma 5.1 with Lemma 5.2 we find that R rd R R satisfies the
identity x 2 p s 0.
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Assume for now that I s 0, and let a s  a r be an arbitrary elementi i i
2. . ww x w xxof d R R, where a s w , x , y , z for some elements r , w , x , y , zi i i i i i i i i i
2. .in R. Then because d R is central and p G 3, by part 2 of Lemma 5.1,
pp p pa ' a r s a r ' 0 modulo H , . i i i i
i i
 :where H s g a r , a r , . . . . However, every h g H can be written inp 1 1 2 2
 . p the form h s  a a ??? a b , where b g g R . Thus h '  a a ???i i i p p p i i1 2 p 1 2
. p  .a b ' 0 modulo g H . However,i p pp
g H : g g R R : I s 0. .  . .p p p
This proves that Rw2xrI satisfies the equation x 2 p3 s 0. The proof of part 1
now follows from part 3 of Lemma 5.1.
Part 2 follows from a combination of part 1 just proved and part 6 of
Lemma 3.2. Part 3 follows from part 1 as well since clearly the commuta-
tive algebra RrRw2x satisfies the identity x p e s 0.
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